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The text message contained fi ve words: “I know what 
you did.”  It was sent by a woman (chart page XX) to her 
father who had sexually molested her for many years as 
a child. It was the fi rst  me she had ever confronted him 
about the abuse. She sent it just as Ceres sta  oned in 
the sky, about to turn retrograde.  

Weeks later she brought into session the perfectly-
worded le  er she had received from him in response.  
It was a sociopathic masterwork, the kind of le  er that 
covered every base, simultaneously denying my pa  ent’s 
memory and reality, yet also seeming to off er every kind 
of empathy and ‘appropriate’ response.  My client read 
the le  er to me, and a  erwards said, “As soon as I read 
it I was so grossed out I got sick to my stomach.”  She 
waited for me to respond.  A  er a long period of silence, 
I heard myself say, “Well what do you think about it?  Do 
you think he could be right?”  

My client was visibly stunned. I too was stunned. What 
was happening to me? I knew that a rupture was 
happening between us, live and in this moment. And yet 
I could not seem to stand with this woman whom I had 
come to care for deeply. Over two years of therapy I had 
repeatedly urged her to take her symptoms seriously and 
trust her sense that something profound lay beneath 
their seeming random and frightening quali  es. Instead 
I heard myself saying to her, “Well it’s really important 
what you think more so than I” and other equivoca  ons 
that essen  ally cons  tuted an abandonment by me, 
arguably just at the point when she needed me most.    

A  er a few minutes of this truly painful experience 
together, she stood up and announced, “you are just 
like the people I tried to tell when I was 13” alluding to 
a story that I in fact had never heard from her before.  
It had not been one she consciously remembered un  l 
exactly this moment in our work when it was, in eff ect, 
being re-enacted. And she walked out the door of my 
consulta  on room.      

Progressed Pluto was exactly conjunct natal Ceres. It was 

a pivotal moment in our therapy, in her life, and in my 
own life as well. But how did it all begin?1

The Larger Story

The familiar tale of the goddess Ceres is recorded in 
the Homeric Hymn to Demeter – her Greek name – and 
enacted for hundreds of years in ways we s  ll do not 
fully know in the Mystery rites at her temple in Eleusis.2  
In the story, Demeter’s daughter Persephone is abducted 
by Hades/Pluto and taken into the Underworld.  For nine 
days and nine nights, Demeter wanders the earth, torch 
in hand, looking everywhere she can to fi nd her beloved 
daughter.  

How o  en clients come to me with their faces shaped 
in the mask of Demeter – torch in hand symbolically, 
recognizing that some younger place within themselves 
is missing, desperate to fi nd again this inner child lost 
to the underworld, o  en not even knowing what has 
happened, only that a part is missing and life seems less 
. . . alive. Frequently this state has persisted for years, 
even for the vast majority of a person’s life. Some  mes 
they arrive in a state of open despera  on; at other  mes 
these emo  ons are less apparent, yet I can feel the grief 
of the goddess within, telegraphed soma  cally if not 
verbally.   

In the story, a  er nine days without food or bathing, 
Demeter in her state of terror encounters Hecate, the 
lunar crone goddess born of Night. Demeter shares her 
experience, and Hecate replies that she does not know 
what has happened to Persephone – for she did not see 
it herself – but she did hear Persephone’s cry and the 
sounds of disrup  on from the fi eld where the maiden 
and her friends were at play. Hecate off ers to help 
Demeter, and together they make their way to Helios, 
the Sun god who sees all. Helios tells Demeter what has 
taken place – and at this moment, Demeter falls into a 
state of profound sorrow. 

Image above:  Hades abduc  ng Persephone fresco in the 
small royal tomb at Vergina, Macedonia, Greece.
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It is a sorrow I have met many  mes. As astrologers 
and counselors we are in the posi  on of Hecate when 
clients come in search of a missing part of themselves. 
When we meet them we ‘hear’ their story, through their 
words, through the symbols and stories in the sky of 
their birth, through the way they hold their bodies or 
their psychological defenses. But also like Hecate, we 
have not directly seen the events of their lives. We are 
familiar with the terrain and we usually have some idea 
of what has happened.  We strive to assist the client in 
connec  ng them with that interior place that not yet 
knows; that witnessing space in consciousness which, 
like Helios, sees all. And all too o  en what we help our 
clients to see is heartbreaking to them. 

In her heartbroken state, Demeter makes a remarkable 
choice: she descends from the realm of the gods to the 
earth, takes human form, and again wanders. Eventually 
she comes upon a group of young women. Calling herself 
Doso she tells them a long and fi c   ous tale about 
herself and her origins, concluding by saying that at this 
point in her life she should serve as the nursemaid for 
someone’s child. The young women are taken in by her 
story and take her to Eleusis where Queen Metaneira 
agrees to have Doso care for her child, Demophoon.  

Doso takes care of the young prince with the 
consummate skill of a mother hungry to love a child.  
During the day, she dotes on him and all seems well. Yet 
what the royal family does not know is that every night, 
Demeter undertakes a very diff erent kind of care: she 
begins a process of making the boy immortal, by placing 
him into fi re to burn off  his mortality and then conferring 
her immortality upon him through her own breath. This 
goes on for some  me, un  l eventually Metaneira walks 
in while the boy is in the fl ames. Shocked, she confronts 
the nursemaid. Demeter, interrupted in what seems like 
a classical kind of bargain with her grief, is enraged. She 
reveals herself suddenly and demands that the people of 
Eleusis immediately erect a temple for her. They do, and 
Demeter enters the inner sanctum and refuses to come 
out.  

The earth begins to become barren. In her grief Demeter, 
goddess of the grain and Mother Earth herself, has cast 
the world into its fi rst winter. Food sources become 
depleted, crops die, animals and humans begin to starve 
to death. Zeus, ruler of the gods, no  ces the distress of 
the humans since he no longer is being off ered sacrifi ces. 
The en  re cycle of life is threatened. In response, Zeus 
sends Hermes, the charming messenger god, to coax 
Demeter out of the temple. Hermes succeeds, and 
then Demeter advocates successfully for the return of 
Persephone. Yet the deal which eventually prevails is that 
Persephone will spend part of the year with Hades in the 
Underworld, and part of the year above. And so it goes 
that the earth falls into seasons with the movements of 
Persephone: Demeter in her periodic joy at Persephone’s 

return brings 
summer and 
in her periodic 
sadness over 
Persephone’s 
return to Hades 
brings winter.

Even s  ll, at the 
end of the story, 
Demeter gives 
to humankind 
two gi  s. 
First, through 
teaching the 
young demigod 
Triptolemos, she 
gives the gi   of 
agriculture. And 
second, through 
teachings and 
enactments of 
this story itself, 
she gives the gi   
of the Mysteries, rites of ini  a  on undergone by Greeks 
for hundreds of years at Eleusis, whose existence is well-
documented but whose details remain . . . a mystery.

The tale of Eleusis, or fi gures and fragments thereof, 
constellate frequently in my work as both therapist and 
consul  ng astrologer and their appearances correlate 
remarkably to transits and progressions involving Ceres. 
In the following table, I off er some of the astrological 
confi gura  ons that seem to parallel  mes when these 
diff erent fi gures and dynamics in the story constellate 
interpersonally and intrapsychically for a person. Of 
course these correla  ons are off ered primarily to 
s  mulate the imagina  on of astrologers and therapists: 
they are not empirically researched or based on any 
database beyond a few hundred people I have personally 
seen and the thousands of hours spent with them. 
The end-point of my work is not universally-applicable 
“evidence-based prac  ce” – an unfortunate demand 
that Day consciousness seems to impose on the Twilight 
and Nigh   me arts of psychotherapy and astrology – but 
rather a kind of “prac  ce-based evidence” in the sense 
of bearing witness and tes  mony from one person’s 
embedded and long-immersed point of view.

As a therapist working with individuals in long-term 
psychotherapy, it is my experience that the stories 
connected to the planets and signs do not play out 
in a linear manner, but rather in what we might call a 
holographic manner. In this sense an ac  va  on of the 
archetype may engage any part of the hologram of the 
myth, such that the story is not necessarily sequen  al so 
much as improvisa  onal.3 

 Persephone, Triptolemos, and Demeter, 
on a marble bas-relief from Eleusis, 

440–430 BC
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Astrological Correlates to Key Figures and Moments in 
the Stories

So for example, metaphorically considering the tale of 
Demeter a  emp  ng to turn Demophoon into another 
immortal child, we might refl ect how this connects with 
the deep and quite necessary psychic urge to somehow 
bargain with the reality of a terrible loss, as iden  fi ed by 
Elizabeth Kubler Ross in her work on grief. With Ceres in 
Aquarius, one might fi nd oneself constantly in the role of 
Metaneira, forced to interrupt such fantasies of others 
and suff ering their wrath when one does so. Or with 
Uranus opposite Ceres, one might suff er con  nuous and 
seemingly ruthless interrup  ons of one’s own deeply-
craved dreams of prolonged innocence across a life  me. 
A transit from Uranus to Ceres might similarly ac  vate 
this part of the story for a certain period, perhaps 
bringing a radical end such ‘bargaining’ with loss and the 
a  empt this is to delay or defer the terrible sadness and 
overwhelm.  

Similar powerful metaphorical and astrological 
correla  ons can be cognized and contextualized 
throughout the story. When Mercury appears, we see 
the opportunity for a loosening of stuck pa  erns of 
depriva  on and overwhelm; when Jupiter appears by 
transit to Ceres, the appearance of a voice within or 
outside the person which encourages a larger view; and 
so on.

The Eleusis tale off ers a profound set of images and plot 
dynamics for working with trauma and loss that can 
be mediated, symbolized, and recognized. Crucially it 
is a story of accompanied grief, seen at the start with 
the aid of Hecate and Helios. Also crucially, it involves 
a remarkable descent by Demeter in a replica  on of 
her daughter’s descent, and powerful symbolic re-
enactments. Most of us will recognize crucial moments 
of our own stories through this myth. Yet this story is 
insuffi  cient to understand fully what took place between 
myself and the client men  oned at the beginning. To 
benefi t fully from the mythological and astrological 
lens of Ceres, let’s venture further south into the deep 
psycho-geography of ancient Greece, to Arcadia.  

Arcadia, which came to be idealized as a pastoral, 

natural land by the Roman  cs as part of the Grand Tour 
in the 1800s, was in the past a wilder place, more off  
the beaten path than rela  vely mainstream Eleusis. 
It was the mythic home of many of the centaurs and 
satyrs, of many of the wildest creatures of myth, even 
the birthplace of wily Hermes. The Arcadians, like 
communi  es throughout the ancient world, had their 
own varia  ons on the stories of the Olympians – and 
they told a diff erent story about the wandering of 
Demeter, one with profound implica  ons for a wilder 
experience of trauma and recovery. Their story comes to 
us through a single source from the ancient world: the 
travel wri  ngs of the Roman Pausanias, who explored 
Greece in a manner we might now call ethnographic.4

Pausanias records that the Arcadians like the Eleusinians 
told the tale of Persephone’s abduc  on and Demeter’s 
wandering, but in the Arcadian tale Demeter encounters 
not Hecate and Helios, but Poseidon. And rather than 
helping Demeter in her search, in a horrifying re-
enactment of the rape of her daughter, Poseidon violates 
her in the same manner. Demeter tries to escape from 
Poseidon by changing herself into a mare. But this ploy 
doesn’t deter Poseidon; arguably this makes her easier 
prey to him, for he is the God of Horses.

A  er the rape, Demeter is outraged and overwhelmed. 
In the intensity of her rage she encloses herself in 
a hidden cave in the wild landscape of Arcadia. The 
earth, as in the story of Eleusis, falls into winter and 
barrenness. Yet this  me, Demeter cannot be located. 
No one knows where she has hidden herself and so Zeus 
cannot send Hermes to nego  ate with her. The earth’s 
suff ering con  nues.

At this moment in the story another fi gure appears, one 
absent from Eleusis: the satyr Pan. Pan fi nds Demeter in 
her cave, and this half-goat, half-man creature succeeds 
in coaxing her back into the world. Demeter leaves 
and bathes in the Ladonas River to let fl ow her grief 
and rage, and having pacifi ed these she enters into the 
nego  a  ons described by Eleusis.

Yet the Arcadian story also describes two other intriguing 
fi gures, each the product of Poseidon’s rape of Demeter. 
One is Despoina – which is not a personal name, but the 
word for ‘mistress’ or ‘lady’ – and the other is Arion, a 
magical horse. Despoina, Pausanias tells us, was said to 
conduct the Arcadian Mysteries and was worshiped at 
Lycosaura. She was usually depicted in veils and never 
described with much detail. One of the most intriguing 
descrip  ons of the Arcadian mysteries was that in the 
temple at Lycosaura there was a great mirror, and it 
was said that when one looked in that mirror, one saw 
not only one’s own refl ec  on but also that of Despoina 
looking back. 

Pausanias wrote some interes  ng details about the rites 
at Lycosaura.  He noted that rather than sacrifi ce animals 
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by cu   ng their throats swi  ly, the Arcadians sacrifi ced 
the animals through ritualis  c dismemberment, ripping 
away their legs and pieces of their bodies.  It was these 
sorts of prac  ces and these details of the stories that 
separate the Arcadian Way and mark it as a more primal, 
wild, and some  mes overwhelming experience. 

I recall vividly when I fi rst heard the Arcadian story, on 
a trip with Demetra George and Brian Clark to sites in 
ancient Greece associated to the four major asteroid 
goddesses. As I lay amid the ruins of the megaron of 
Lycosaura, I buried several objects for a short  me into 
the ground where the blood of sacrifi ce had run. I felt 
that I had already par  cipated in the mysteries led by 
Despoina for many, many years – in the cave of my own 
consulta  on room with individuals struggling with the 
complicated process of coming to terms with what we 
might call unmetabolized, implicit loss.

While the Eleusinian story describes profound loss, it 
also describes situa  ons where interpersonal support 
(Hecate and Helios) is available, and where greater 
integra  ve resources come online. Losses of this kind 
are explicit, consciously recognized, ‘this-happened-to-
me’, and they can be expressed and symbolized, and 
rela  onally mediated. Indeed this is a powerful process 
that many people know well. 

But many people carry a much more unconscious 
form of trauma, the result of losses, viola  ons, and 
betrayals that were experienced usually early in life – 
and for which they did not have any available form of 
interpersonal assistance or benevolent witness. As a 
result they struggle with loss that is implicit, dissociated, 
and split off  from consciousness – and takes up residence 
in the wild, untamed spaces of the deep unconscious, 
from which it cannot be seen or symbolized, but can only 
be communicated through o  en-compulsive symbolic or 
literal re-enactment.    

Like the animals at Lycosaura, this kind of trauma  c 
memory is not remembered but is dismembered; it is not 
symbolized but rather it is re-enacted as with Poseidon 
and Demeter and like Despoina, the trauma  zed part of 

the self remains 
unnamed yet 
haun  ngly 
present, 
occasionally 
viewable in the 
darkened mirror 
of dreams, 
or rela  onal 
enactments, or 
the mysteries of 
psychotherapy.  
Despoina haunts 
the person who 
may experience 
such symptoms 
as strange body 
sensa  ons, 
night terrors, 
occasional fl ashes 
of disturbing 
imagery, and so on.     

The Personal Story

It was these kinds of symptoms that had led Cora5, the 
woman men  oned above, into my offi  ce two years 
prior to the occurrence I described.  She came having 
already done the hard work of largely addressing a 
drug addic  on and compulsive bulimia6.  And as these 
behaviors had ended, she found herself frequently 
besieged with overwhelming anxiety, the frightening face 
of her father occasionally appearing in front of the faces 
of co-workers and lovers, strange and terrifying dream 
fragments which she literally could not narrate. 

In our early sessions frequently when Cora would speak 
of her childhood, even seemingly trivial details, in mid-
sentence she would become what she called ‘fl oaty’, 
losing track of what she was saying and looking around 
somewhat confused. Here was Despoina – who seemed 
to invite a fade, a feeling of ‘what-were-we-saying?’ 
confounding a clear pu   ng-together of the story. About 
18 months into the therapy, Cora shared this dream:

I am ‘preparing’ a dead body; I’m not sure for 
what. I’ve placed it in a plas  c cover of some sort, 
like a body bag, and now I am folding it over itself 
again and again, breaking bones as I do so.  There’s 
a smell of formaldehyde. I am just doing this 
kind of automa  cally, like it’s my job.  Jonathan 
(her boyfriend) is also there, and the dead man’s 
daughter is as well. There is the kind of feeling 
that the death was too soon, too early, something 
like that. It feels very sad. As I am fi nishing my 
prepara  ons, I turn around and I realize this 
prepara  on was not the right kind – that this 
woman wanted the body prepared for viewing, 

The Temple of Despoina, Lycosaura

Poseidon
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like at a funeral. I realize I haven’t done what she 
needed. I wake up.    

This dream, the fi rst coherent narra  ve dream Cora 
shared with me, became a powerful touchstone for 
our therapy, because it seemed to describe the way 
her psyche had been approaching her past – covering 
it up, breaking its connec  ve  ssue and structure, 
compartmentalizing and folding it over itself. The 
dream also seemed to say that this was now seen as 
problema  c by some place within her which knew that 
what she needed was to ‘have a funeral’: to see the 
‘body’ of her past and to grieve.

Yet the nature of this past was unclear to Cora. Like most 
who endure terrible trauma, she both wanted and did 
not want to know about it. She would repeatedly share 
small snippets of her experiences, interspersing these 
statements with, “but this couldn’t have really happened 
to me, could it?” or “it’s so crazy that I would have 
such a reac  on about him just approaching me in the 
kitchen, I mean nothing could have happened”, and so 
on. Throughout these conversa  ons, like Hecate I sought 
to off er her a deep listening. Also like Hecate, I knew 
these various sounds coming through the symptoms 
were likely the cry of Persephone being taken into the 
Underworld, yet I recognized as well that it was not 
for me to say and that in reality I did not truly know 
what had happened. I refl ected her experience to her, 
supported her in embracing the messages from her body 
and her dreams, validated what this looked like, and that 
I was here by her side as she searched for the child who 
was sending these messages.

As I did so, Cora’s experiences began to develop 
greater and greater coherence. Some of the strangest 
phenomena she had endured began to lessen. Her 
greater life similarly began to cohere, with improvements 
in her professional situa  on as well as an emergent 
social life and new in  macy in a primary rela  onship. 
However, a scary pa  ern also developed: every  me 
she would come close to naming more concretely the 
abuse by her father, she would fi nd herself re-engaging 
in bulimic ac  ng-out and drug use, o  en placing herself 
in greater professional jeopardy than she ever had in the 
past. 

This would lead to periodic rejec  ons of the material 
that we were pa  ently exploring. Cora would almost 
pleadingly look at me and say, “this really didn’t happen”, 
“I think I am making all of this up”, and so on, seemingly 
asking me to agree and invalidate the clearer and clearer 
picture of Despoina that was emerging in the dark mirror 
of therapeu  c process.  

Each of these moments seemed ambivalent, like 
Demeter in her wanderings. In the story it is quite 
remarkable that Demeter transformed herself into 
a mare to ‘avoid’ Poseidon, whom she knew was 

the god of horses. On the one hand, she consciously 
seeks to escape the re-enactment, yet it would seem 
unconsciously that she has invited it; the helpful fi gures 
such as Hecate and Helios who can bring light are absent. 
In the darkness the psyche gives voice to its experience 
through enactment. 

It was in such an enactment that Cora and I now found 
ourselves in when she shared her le  er with me.  A  er 
two years of consistently suppor  ng her and avoiding 
her invita  ons to invalidate her experience – her taking 
the form of the horse – here I was doing exactly that.  
And like Demeter, Cora now found herself re-living 
and re-experiencing one of the most horrible parts of 
her experience – one which she had never symbolized 
through language and memory: not being believed 
by her school counselor when she shared her story of 
her father sexually moles  ng her.  My offi  ce became, 
in eff ect, the small room where she tried to tell these 
disbelieving men, as we traveled in  me u  erly in 
the grip of the story.  Rather than being Hecate in her 
story, in this wilder world of unmetabolized trauma, I 
discovered myself to my horror as Poseidon.

In a kind of shock a  er her departure, I walked upstairs 
and in a moment I can only describe as fated, I walked 
into my medita  on room, went to the bookshelf and 
pulled down a journal buried amid a stack of books. I 
opened it, and I discovered something I could not at 
fi rst believe: pages and pages of dreams that I had not 
remembered seeing or recording, all poin  ng clearly to 
the direc  on of childhood sexual abuse in my own life. 
In  me I came to realize, that for perhaps the prior six 
months or so, I had apparently been recording these 
dreams in this journal, which I would replace on the 
shelf and not realize I had recorded un  l later. These 
dreams I would record in the middle of the night, all 
the while having a second dream journal, the one I 
knew about where I would record my dream each 
morning in ignorance of the other material.7 And now, 
in the wake of my betrayal of my client, this material 

Hecate, or The Night of Enitharmon’s Joy by William Blake
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rushed into conscious awareness and memory. As Cora 
enclosed herself into the cave of angry withdrawal, I was 
confronted with my own inner Pandemonium, Panic . . . 
Pan. 

Cora and I were in parallel process and our charts refl ect 
the parallel profoundly. To begin with Cora’s chart, the 
intensity of the Ceres myth for her life is represented 
powerfully through a natal conjunc  on of Ceres and 
Pluto with the North Node, perhaps sugges  ng this 
occurs through fated encounters with others. A T-Square 
is formed between her Sun which squares Uranus 
in Scorpio and Chiron in Taurus. I would suggest this 
is a powerful symboliza  on of sexual trauma (both 
Uranus and Chiron placements) undermining in a very 
fundamental way one’s inner sense of coherence (Sun).  
Taken together with the Ceres/Pluto conjunc  on, the 
story becomes quite remarkable. The connec  on of 
Ceres with both Pluto and Libra also speaks to how 
bulimia, a process of extremes on both sides, binging 
and purging, would serve a psychic role in media  ng the 
trauma.

With Neptune-Ceres contacts between our charts, it 
seems natural in retrospect that Cora and I would fi nd 
ourselves in the Arcadian way together. Further, my 
own Sun/Pluto was located in conjunc  on with her 
Ceres/Pluto. A par  cularly powerful parallel, which 
was engaged by transit during this  me, is my own 
natal T-square in the early degrees of the fi xed signs – 
involving the Moon in Scorpio, Jupiter in Aquarius, and 
Mars in Taurus – markedly overlapped with the T-square 
in Cora’s chart.       

My work with Cora as with most of my clients took 
place at the crossroads of astrology, mythology, and 
psychotherapy.8 One of the ques  ons that always 
accompanies the therapeu  c process is, “What dream 
am I in?” and then to enter the dream even more fully. 
And from there, the possibility also arrives to redream 
it, or dream it onward. But with many dreams this 
cannot be done merely verbally or intellectually – we 
must enter the dream in an embodied, lived and direct 
way. Otherwise the ‘redreaming’ will not have psychic 
authority and will not ‘take’ in the deep unconscious. 

There are many ways to enter the dream deeply, such 
as embodied awareness, psychodrama and ac  on 
methods, and ac  ve imagina  on. The chart itself invites 
this through medita  on on its symbols. In the case of 
Cora and myself, we found ourselves in the dream quite 
inadvertently, though I would suggest that in fact it was 
our mutual a   tude of surrender and trust with process 
that had brought us into such a powerful encounter 
together. Now that the dream had constellated, and 
some awareness had been gained on my part, the 
possibility of redreaming the myth truly existed. I wrote a 
le  er to Cora, taking total responsibility for my empathic 
failure in our work. I explained to her my understanding 

that this had to do with my own material – I did not 
go into detail but told her I would do so if it would be 
helpful. I affi  rmed my deep care of her, and perhaps 
most importantly shared with her that upon coming to 
my own understanding, I too had become sick to my 
stomach thinking about the le  er her father had wri  en. 
Here we were, fully in the dream together. 

I also wrote in my le  er that I believed while we had 
repeated her experience, I also believed that with 
my le  er we were changing the story. Unlike her 
original abusers and unempathic witnesses, I was fully 
acknowledging her truth. There was an opportunity to 
shi   the dream. Cora took the opportunity and returned 
to therapy a few weeks later.

No doubt in this story we were in a living embodied 
experience of the dream of Demeter’s wanderings.

A  er this interac  on, the therapeu  c work accelerated 
–many issues that had been quite stuck were addressed. 
My client’s symptoms began to disappear en  rely, her 
capacity to narrate and describe her situa  on increased. 
She became able to have full, sa  sfying rela  onships, 
taking new steps professionally and personally into a 
richer and fuller experience of life. This all occurred a  er 
we survived the encounter together, a  er I became like 
Pan and discovered her shut away in the cave following 
my betrayal as Poseidon. We proceeded to nego  ate the 
release of her inner Persephone from Hades, recognizing 
however that this was not a return to innocence but 
rather an embrace of the dialec  c of innocence and 
experience that seems to be a mark of diff eren  ated 
psychic maturity.  

The Arcadian story also suggests that one of the most 
crucial ways to imagine our way through the experience 
is our willingness to engage, not only the Mercurial 
capacity for symbols, words, and intellec  on, but also 
the very embodied, very wild energies of Pan. What we 

Cora
(birth details 
are withheld 
in respect of 

privacy)
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know about Pan is that he was profoundly related to the 
natural world, and to the world of the body. At some 
level Pan collides with Demeter. Only a being like Pan 
will be able to fi nd Demeter to help her out of the cave 
of her despair and frozen-ness. Only if the astrologer-
therapist is willing to experience his or her own wildness 
can the encounter be the enactment it needs to be. 
Mercury speaks and helps us to engage the story with 
the client, but Pan enters it. 

Yet becoming Pan will open up realms of dread, for we 
do not know, truly, what is going to be within the cave of 
the Mysteries. We must enter this dark place, and no one 
who enters will leave with the same innocence intact, 
nor with the same naivete. We will leave as ini  ates – 
and what is more, ini  ates who must like Persephone 
herself, return again and again to the Underworld, yet 
also again and again poten  ally receive the wealth of its 
riches, new depths of the Mysteries, and the possibility 
of a re-energized agriculture of the Soul.  

It is through this story, and its many variants that I 
became convinced that some rela  onal enactments may 
be absolutely necessary for pa  ent and therapist, and 
even client and astrologer, to meaningfully embody and 
reprocess experiences of trauma that leave Despoina 
and her story paradoxically invisible, yet ubiquitous. To 
merely speak about these events and their sequelae 
will be insuffi  cient. Mercury speaks and symbolizes, a 
necessary func  on that comes about later; but in some 
cases it seems Neptune, the astrological Poseidon, 
must be unleashed, and Pan must awkwardly and 
wildly stumble through on the legs of ins  nct and 
uncertainty to reach the possibility of symboliza  on and 
re-media  on. We must get to sick to our own stomachs 
some  mes if we are to help our clients with the diffi  cult 
task of metabolizing the unmetabolizable.

The events I have described in the therapy with Cora – 
her rela  vely sudden confronta  on of her father, our 
rela  onal rupture, my discovery of my own childhood 
molesta  on, and our communica  ons to repair our 
rela  onship – all occurred in the four months Ceres 
retrograded over our shared material along the fi xed 
signs. In fact, the date that we had our fi rst session 
following the repair was also the day that Ceres sta  oned 
direct. The Arcadian way seems to constellate especially 
during periods of retrograda  on. In my prac  ce I have 
repeatedly seen that the four months of the year during 
which Ceres is retrograde seem to ac  vate this deeper, 
wilder fi eld of the unconscious in which enactments 
take a greater and louder form, drawing me as the 
healer-astrologer into the fi eld with the client, inducing 
replica  ons of original wounds – yet also ac  va  ng the 
possibility of healing these. This seems to me consonant 
with one metaphorical understanding of retrograde 
planets moving backwards: they o  en seem to ‘regress’ 
to earlier states of development, and this regression may 

be either crea  ve 
or destruc  ve, 
or o  en both. 
With Ceres this 
regression seems 
to involve the 
enactments well-
described in the 
Arcadian story.

Natally Pluto and 
Ceres are both 
conjunct the 
North Node. A 
major signature of 
Arcadian mat erial 
to me involves 
Ceres in 4th 
harmonic aspects to Pluto, the Moon, or its nodal axis.   

What wants to happen in such instances when Ceres 
constellates so powerfully?  Over  me I have come 
to understand that Ceres is a planet we might call 
‘transcendent embodiment’. Her two gi  s off ered to 
humanity following the famine – Agriculture and the 
Mysteries – seem to speak to the possibility she off ers of 
a kind of embodied experience of enlightenment.

Ceres transits seem to indicate that it is  me for a 
greater degree of incarna  on of the area transited.  
Incarna  on will demand the aff ected area be ‘brought 
down to earth’ in some way through loss of some kind, 
depression or bodily symptoms. As in Demeter’s tale, 
there is a call coming from the psyche from a place 
that has been harmed, violated, or lost. Narcissis  c 
iden  fi ca  ons in the area transited must be defeated, 
and a willingness to go through it all seems to be 
the most essen  al a   tude – and most especially to 
descend and to come to terms with early loss and most 
archetypally with the loss of innocence itself that all 
incarnated beings must face.     

I have come to consider the four major goddess asteroids 
as, in a sense, rulers of the elements.9  As ruler of the 
earth trinity, Ceres is a deeply embodying force: fi re 
must yield to earth, we must come into incarna  on, 
into the cyclical reali  es of death and loss that life on 
earth entails. In a deeply personal way, we must own 
our own story subject to earthly life. The paradox is that 
through this total commitment to incarna  on, we are 
able to harvest a wisdom and spiritual perspec  ve that 
is  meless and not subject to precisely these limita  ons. 
This is the spiritual path of the Earth Trinity, a path of 
immanence rather than transcendence. 

This is the threshold to Mystery that Ceres compels us to 
cross when the planet grasps us.  

Jason Holley
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Endnotes
 1    This ques  on, “But how did it all begin?” is inspired by the 
masterwork The Marriage of Cadmus and Harmony wri  en by 
Roberto Calasso.  It is a ques  on he asks repeatedly early in 
the book, linking the stories he shares and interprets.  His work 
is an almost hallucinatory work of recombinatory crea  vity in 
which he weaves together the myths themselves and the lives 
and consciousness of those who recorded them, much the 
same as I hope astrologers do with the images and symbols of 
the sky and the life stories of the individuals born under them.  
  2    The Eleusis story details discussed here can be found in 
transla  ons of the Homeric Hymn, such as this by Gregory 
Nagy at h  p://www.uh.edu/~cldue/texts/demeter.html [ac-
cessed September 23, 2019].
  3    If we think of myth as a culture’s collec  ve dreaming, then 
this holographic no  on of myth can be understood in the 
terms of some scholars of consciousness who suggest that our 
night dreams involve primarily a non-linear experiencing of 
imagery, which the ego upon awakening imposes a narra  ve 
storyline over, in order to render the experience legible and 
linear per its own perceptual needs.  I also think of the various 
interpre  ve heuris  cs astrologers use for understanding the 
images of a natal chart as exactly these kinds of improvised 
narra  ves – a kind of superstructure that we impose in order 
to make something quite extraordinary more legible in some 
way – but which, if we take to be the ‘truth’ of the chart will 
narrow rather than expand our capacity to imagine ourselves 
and our lives.  Again and again in my own work, my interest 
is to return to the primordial imagis  c experience of the sky, 
and allow it to speak in spontaneous crea  ve and remarkable 
ways, allowing us to dream and redream ourselves more and 
more complexly and imagina  vely.  When astrological tech-
nique assists this, I make use of it readily; when it becomes 
constraining of imagina  on, however, I seek a return to image. 
  4    Details of the story told below are taken from Pausani-
as, Descrip  on of Greece, translated by Jones, W. H. S. and 
Omerod, H. A., Loeb Classical Library, Harvard University Press, 
London: 1918. 
 5    A pseudonym, this beau  ful name is connected to the 
Greek word ‘Kore’, meaning maiden, which the Greeks o  en 
called Persephone.

  6    Several astrologers have discussed the links between Ceres 
and ea  ng disorders, including Demetra George in her Asteroid 
Goddesses and Sol Jonassen, “Ceres and Ea  ng Disorders”, 
h  p://sol-with.com/ceres/[accessed September 1, 2019].
  7    Besides the correla  on to Ceres transits, the par  culars 
of this curious double-dreaming and revela  on in my own life 
were also correlated to the progressed inferior conjunc  on 
of Sun and retrograde Mercury which took place in par  le 
conjunc  on to my natal Venus in Scorpio that year.  
  8    To the ancients Hecate was o  en called Hecate Trivia, 
goddess of the intersec  on of three roads. 
 9    In the framework I have used for several years, I have 
correlated Vesta to Fire; Pallas to Air; and Juno to Water. 
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